
  
  

 

Microwave heating neck pillow 
 

 
 

This product could be a fire and burn hazard if not used properly. Read the following instructions carefully
before using

  
 

 

Hot use 

1. Use home microwave (no more than 1100W output) only to heat up this product.  
2. Excessive heating time can result in fire. The first-time heating  (from cool condition) 

should be no more than 1 minute. If it is not up to your desired temperature, each
additional heating time should not be more than 30 seconds. Check each time before
adding heating time

  
 

 
  

3. While heating the product in microwave, you may add a small glass of water in the microwave ,thus
balance the moisture level. Ensure you remove the item and the glass away from 
microwave carefully to avoid spill and burn.

4. Starting from cool, lay the product in microwave heating.  
5. When removing the product from the microwave, if it is too hot to handle, let it cool down before use. 
6. Let the product cool down completely between each heating.   
7. To avoid burning, do not use directly on skin. Use a towel or wrap on required area.
8. Do not allow the hot pillow to cool down on any flammable materials like wool, fabric, bed linen.  
9. Keep hot products away from children.

If the pack shows any sign of damage or burning to any sense, stop using the product immediately.

  
10. Consult your healthcare professional first if you suffer from blood pressure problems, paralysis, 

nerve damage, diabetes or asthma.
  

  
11. 
12. Do not use this product together with cream, essence and ointments.

Cold use

1. To avoid contamination, seal the product in a plastic bag before placing it in fridge.
2. Place the product in the front of the fridge for a minimum of 30 minutes before use. Do not refrigerate

it while wet.Do not put into the freezer or at the back of the fridge. Do not allow the product to freeze.
3. To avoid cold burn, apply a dry towel or wrap on desired area before use.

Cleaning and Storage:

Use a slightly damp cloth to clean the pillow. Avoid using excess water or harsh detergents. Lay flat to allow the
product to dry naturally.  Do not machine wash.

Measurement: 44x38cm
Material:
Outer cover: cotton
Inside: flax seed+peppermint+lavender+lemongrass+chamomile

Technical Speciation:

QUICK START MANUAL
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